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Abstract

Robots are becoming increasingly ubiquitous in many environments, from warehouses and factories to schools and museums. Many tasks are best accomplished when robots work alongside humans in an environment that facilitates collaboration. However, a major roadblock for collaborative systems is the fact that the robot’s planning processes remain invisible to the human participants. They are thus unable to anticipate the robot’s actions and respond accordingly; the resulting uncertainty is a threat to both the usability of collaborative systems and the safety of the human. This project is concerned with exploring the viability of using visual head-mounted augmented reality to bridge this gap and create a system that enables the human to better anticipate and respond to the robot’s actions. We created an augmented reality interface for a handover task with the Baxter robot and conducted a user study to evaluate performance (time per handover) and subjective user experience when using the interface, compared against a control case with no visualisations. Time per handover was measured both for a simple handover case and a complex handover case. For the simple case, we found no significant decrease in average time per handover when using the interface with visualisations; however, we found that using the interface with visualisations led to a statistically significant decrease in the average time per handover for the complex case. The participants on average rated the interface with visualisations as more mentally demanding and complicated, as well as requiring of more effort, but also less frustrating and more supportive. We conclude that there is evidence that head-mounted augmented reality interfaces can facilitate human-robot interaction; however, there are still technical and design aspects that remain to be tackled.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

As safety cage-less robots are becoming increasingly available and less expensive to install in many environment, especially in small-scale manufacturing and assembly, so too are close-quarters human-robot collaborative teams becoming more common in many industrial settings. The benefits of humans and robots working together are embodied in the distinct sets of skills that each brings to the interaction; the human provides creative thinking and flexibility, while the robot provides precision and consistency [33, 32]. However, the safety and comfort of the human in these environments remains an unsolved problem, in large part because the details of behind-the-scenes processes and motion plans of the robot can seem obscure and opaque even to trained operators. As such, working in close proximity with robots can be daunting and even dangerous. This project is concerned with implementing and evaluating a proposed method of facilitating safe and transparent close quarters interaction through head-mounted augmented reality display.

1.2 Background

Along with other technological advances such as Internet of Things and artificial intelligence, cyber-physical systems, and in particular collaborative human-robot systems, are an important part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, better known as Industry 4.0, which is the process of digitalisation and technological innovation that currently fuels the manufacturing industry [2]. A crucial difference between Industry 4.0 and past approaches to industrial robotics is that instead of replacing human workers with robots, robots are introduced to assist the worker by performing tasks matched with their skillset, such as those requiring heavy physical labour or extreme precision, leaving humans to handle conceptual tasks and guide the interaction. However, to accomplish this goal, robots must work in close quarters with humans without the presence of safety cages while also ensuring the safety and comfort of the human worker.
To achieve the goal of safer interaction and eliminate the need for safety cages, significant advances have been made by robot manufacturers such as KUKA [23], FRANKA EMIKA [15] and Rethink Robotics [36] to create robots with built-in safety features such as collision prevention. However, this fails to solve the problem of how to facilitate better understanding of the robot’s behind-the-scenes processes and decision-making. A prominent method that has been proposed to provide cues to the human about the robot’s processes is through augmented reality interfaces. **Augmented reality (AR)** is defined as a view of the real environment, which has been altered by adding computer-generated perceptual information. It is used to enhance natural environments and offer perceptually enriched experiences [8].

While augmented reality can also include other senses, such as touch, smell or hearing, this project will concentrate solely on visual augmented reality. The reason for this is twofold: firstly, vision has been shown to be the most important sense for perceiving information [54]. Secondly, visual augmented reality is also the most prominent approach to augmented reality in research.

A variety of technologies are available for visual augmented reality interfaces. **Spatial augmented reality** involves using light projection to beam information directly onto objects. This approach has been used to allow humans to anticipate a robot’s planned movement by projecting navigation information on the floor in front of a mobile robot in a shared environment [3, 10, 30], and to indicate the robot’s next action in collaborative tasks in an industrial environment, such as car assembly [1]. Spatial augmented reality benefits from the fact that the projector can be mounted on the robot, which eliminates the need for humans to wear specialised devices. However, it also requires the presence of a flat surface such as a wall or floor, and the flexibility of what can be visualised is limited.

This, as well as significant improvements in the availability and quality of augmented reality headsets such as Google Glass, Microsoft HoloLens and Meta 2, have led to a focus on **see-through augmented reality** in most recent research into human-robot interaction. See-through augmented reality, which involves a head-mounted display to augment the human’s field of vision, has been shown to significantly improve worker confidence and facilitate more effective human-robot collaboration in collaborative industrial tasks [28, 29]. It has also shown to be an intuitive interface for programming collision-free trajectories [4].

Convincing recent evidence for the use of augmented reality in human-robot interaction comes from Rosen et al. [37], who showed that when predicting robot arm motion, use of an augmented reality headset lead to a significant increase in accuracy and decrease in time taken to predict the robot’s arm motion over both a control case with no visualisations, and over visualisations on a 2D screen. Additionally, participants rated the head-mounted display to be the most enjoyable, as well as the best for understanding the robot’s arm motion. This indicates that head-mounted augmented reality displays have significant potential for applications where predicting the robot’s movements would facilitate better collaboration by providing the human with information about the robot’s processes via a visual interface.
1.3 Project description

This project is concerned with the design, creation and evaluation of a head-mounted visual augmented reality interface to enhance human-robot collaboration. Two separate completion criteria were defined in the project description:

1. Completed and tested integration between ROS and Unity for AR display.
2. Developed and tested use-cases where augmented information improves interaction between a human and real robot manipulator.

As such, the project could be divided into two main parts. Firstly, the technical aspect, which involved the development of a channel of communication between a workstation connected to the robot manipulator – in this project, the Baxter robot developed by Rethink Robotics – running the Robot Operating System, and a separate device running a Unity application with visualisations, which were displayed using the Meta 2 augmented reality headset. These tools will be introduced in more detail in Chapter 2. The implementation will be described in Chapter 3.

Secondly, the project involved a design aspect, which was concerned with creating visualisations for a specific use case. We had the opportunity to use a collaborative object handover task developed by EPFL LASA [see Section 1.4]. Using this task, we then conducted an experimental user study to determine the effect of using an augmented reality interface to enhance interaction. The process of designing and implementing the interface will be described in Chapter 3, and evaluation will be described in Chapter 4.

1.4 Collaboration task

This section will introduce the collaborative object handover task that was used to develop and evaluate the interface. The code for the task was provided by Seyed Sina Mirrazavi Salehian, Nadia Figueroa, and Aude Billard from the Learning Algorithms and Systems Laboratory at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne and adapted for use with the Baxter robot by Joshua Smith. The task was developed to demonstrate coordinated dynamic object handover using both arms of a two-arm robot. However, in our case the task was adapted for interaction using only one arm [see Section 3.9].

The interaction could be broken down into the following steps: firstly, the human actor held an object, which was tracked through some means (e.g. through computer vision techniques such as marker tracking). They initiated a handover by approaching the robot while holding the object. The behind-the-scenes processing used the velocity and direction of the object to dynamically calculate an intercept point where the object was predicted to intercept the robot’s workspace. Once the certainty that the object would intercept at the predicted location exceeded a pre-defined threshold, the arm would switch from the default task – remaining in default position – to the grasping task and move dynamically to intercept the object at the predicted location. If the trajectory of the object was not as expected, i.e. the human stepped back and the object moved away from the robot, the arm moved back to default position.
1.5 Hypothesis

To test whether adding augmented reality visualisations to a handover task – such as the one described in the previous section – facilitated better collaboration between the human and the robot, we defined the following hypothesis, which we then aimed to verify by conducting an experimental user study:

*Using an augmented reality interface for a human-robot collaboration task produces an improvement in task performance when compared to performing the collaboration task without an augmented reality interface.*

We defined *performance* as the average *time per handover* for the handover task, as this captured the success of the system through a easily-measurable objective metric. Additionally, to measure the usability of the developed system, we had the participants in the experiment rate the interface with two subjective evaluation metrics, NASA-TLX [see Section 4.2.1] and a shortened version of UEQ [see Section 4.2.2]. We set additional hypotheses for each measured sub-scale, as well as more detailed hypotheses for time per handover, which are defined in Section 4.3.

While the research questions we investigated were similar to those explored by Rosen *et al.* [37], we chose to only use a no-visualisations interface as a control case for the augmented reality system, and not include a 2D interface as Rosen *et al.* did. The reasons for this are two-fold: firstly, the results from Rosen *et al.* showed that the 2D interface achieved lower accuracy than the mixed reality interface, and lower subjective evaluation scores than both the mixed reality interface and the interface with no visualisations. Secondly, while the task performed in the experiments in Rosen *et al.* was *passive* – deciding whether a path plan for a robot arm would collide with a stack of boxes – in our case the task was *active*. Using a 2D interface would have required the participants to divert attention away from the task to consult the visualisations; as such, we made the assumption that a 2D interface would have consistently achieved lower performance scores than the other two interfaces. While experiments could in future be conducted to verify this assumption, to limit the scope of the work for this project we decided to eliminate the 2D interface.

1.6 Summary of results

Our final developed interface visualised three aspects of the interface – the *gripper target*, the *tracked object* and the *intercept point*. We evaluated the interface against the control case (no visualisations) in an experimental user study with 14 participants. In the experiment, the participants completed 6 *simple* handovers – defined as handovers where the object was passed close to the gripper – and 4 *complex* handovers – defined as handovers where the object was passed further away from the gripper – for both interfaces. We also asked the participants to evaluate both interfaces on the NASA-TLX and UEQ scales. The process of designing the experiment is described in further detail in Section 4.1 and the process of conducting the experiment in Section 4.4.
While we did not find a statistically significant difference between the average time achieved with either interface in the simple handover case, we did find that for the complex handover, there was a statistically significant decrease with 97% confidence in average time per handover with our developed interface. Our results for the subjective evaluations were in the most part in line with those reported by Rosen et al.; we found that the interface with visualisations was rated as more mentally demanding and requiring more effort, but also less frustrating and more supportive. A thorough analysis of the achieved results is given in Section 4.5

1.7 Our contributions

- Adapting existing software libraries for general use to transmit any information from a ROS network to Unity over a network socket.
- Conducting an investigation into marker-based tracking methods using the Vuforia and ARToolKit libraries to evaluate their suitability for this project.
- Designing and creating visualisations for a specific collaboration task provided by EPFL LASA, involving an object handover.
- Conducting an experimental study to evaluate the effect of using the developed interface with visualisations, compared to a control case with no visualisations.

1.8 Report outline

The succeeding chapters of the report are structured as follows:

**Chapter 2** will provide the required technical context for understanding the work conducted for this project. We will give an overview of the Robot Operating System (ROS) and explain the associated terminology, introduce the Baxter robot, the Unity development engine with associated terminology, and the Meta 2 headset.

**Chapter 3** will outline the design and implementation of all work that was undertaken to create the interface. We will detail the process of adapting existing code to set up the ROS-Unity communication bridge, extending the communication, exploring marker tracking and creating the augmented reality interface for the handover task.

**Chapter 4** will show how the implementation was evaluated, including an outline of the process of designing and conducting the experiments, and introduce the metrics that were used for both objective and subjective evaluation. We will then provide a thorough analysis of the achieved results.

**Chapter 5** will summarise the work that was conducted and the results that were achieved. We will finish by discussing the limitations of the project and providing ideas for further work.
Chapter 2

Technical Background

This chapter introduces the required terminology for explaining the work performed for this project, particularly in relation to the ROS framework and Unity, which were the main platforms for software development in this project. It also gives an overview of the main hardware used in this project: the Baxter robot and the Meta 2 headset.

2.1 Robot Operating System (ROS)

We used the Robot Operating System (ROS) [35] for robot-side development in this project. ROS is a popular open-source software framework for robot development, and provides operating-system-like services such as low-level device control, network protocols and package management [7]. It was originally created by the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Lab, and is currently maintained by the Open Robotics Foundation.

Each process in ROS is referred to as a node; each node usually only performs one task, and a robot control system is usually made up of many nodes. As ROS was designed to be flexible and loosely-coupled, nodes can be run on different machines as long as they are connected on the same local network [7]. This means that some processes, especially ones that only consume information from other internal nodes, can be run directly on the on-board computers of the robot, while more computation heavy processes, or ones that require interaction through the command line, can run on an external computer.

While nodes in a ROS network connect to each other in a peer-to-peer manner (i.e. directly from one node to another), the namespace in the network is managed by a master node, which acts as a lookup table similarly to a DNS server. Nodes are linked into a runtime graph through information streams called topics, which nodes can send and read messages into and from using a subscriber/publisher model. Many nodes can publish/subscribe to the same topic at any one time, and each node can publish/subscribe to multiple topics. Due to the loosely-coupled nature of the ROS system, publishers and subscribers are not aware of each other’s existence. This also means that subscribers and publishers can be added dynamically at run-time.
The main unit of organisation in ROS is a **package**, which can contain nodes, ROS-dependent libraries, datasets, configuration files etc. ROS is intended to facilitate collaboration and re-using code, and there are many open-source packages available for a variety of purposes [7]. For this project, we used the RViz visualisation tool to visualise robot position, the Moveit! path planning library to create trajectory plans and Rosbridge to expose internal ROS communication to external processes on the same local network. In Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 we extended the ros_reality_bridge package created by the Humans to Robots laboratory.

ROS supports development in multiple programming languages through client libraries. Our development was done using the Python programming language with the rospy client library.

### 2.2 Baxter robot

In this project, we use the Baxter collaborative robot created by Rethink Robotics. It is a humanoid robot with two arms, each of which has 7 degrees of freedom. A picture of the Baxter robot is given in Figure 2.1

While the Baxter robot was initially developed for manufacturing and industrial assembly, it is also used by universities and research laboratories for various areas of study (e.g. [37, 38, 26]). Its suitability for research is aided by the fact that the Baxter robot can be operated through a ROS SDK, rather than through proprietary software. It is also designed to be safer and more approachable than most industrial robots, with build-in proximity sensors that make it reduce force before collision, and does not require a security cage to operate. As such, it is perfect for research into close-quarters human-robot collaboration, as in this project.

![Baxter robot](image)

*Figure 2.1: The Baxter collaborative robot as used in this project.*
2.3 Unity3D

Unity3D is a widely-used cross-platform game engine, which is primarily used to develop 3-dimensional games. However, it is often also used for other visualisation applications, including visualisations and teleoperation in robotics (e.g. [37, 6, 20]), and for developing VR and AR applications – for example, the Meta 2 headset is specifically targeted at Unity development.

Unity supports development through both GUI drag-and-drop functionality and scripting in the C# programming language. The basic components of a Unity scene – a full self-contained 3D environment – are GameObjects. A GameObject can have any number of components attached to it, such as renderers and meshes which control how the GameObject is visualised and scripts which control the GameObject’s behaviour.

Each GameObject has a specified position and rotation defined in terms of the x, y and z coordinates; position is defined in terms of Cartesian coordinates and rotation is defined as quaternions\(^1\) or Euler angles\(^2\). Unlike ROS and many other platforms, Unity operates using a left-hand coordinate system. Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference between the two coordinate systems.

![Figure 2.2: Left-hand coordinate system (left) and right-hand coordinate system (right). As we can see, the direction of the z axis is reversed. Additionally, while rotation in a left-hand coordinate system is clockwise around the x axis, in a right-hand coordinate system the rotation is counter-clockwise.](image)

This meant that when transferring coordinates from ROS to Unity [see Section 3.4], the coordinates had to be converted from one coordinate system to the other.

GameObjects are organised in the scene in a hierarchy; by default all GameObjects are children of the scene root, but they can also be nested under other GameObjects. In this case, their position and rotation is dependent on that of the parent object.

---

\(^1\) Quaternions are a method of representing rotation in space through complex numbers [52]; the rotation is defined by the x, y, z and w values. This is the method used internally in Unity.

\(^2\) Euler angles are a simple method of representing rotation in 3D space by defining the rotation around each of the three axes (x, y and z) between 0 and 360 degrees [51]. Unity includes functionality to represent rotation in Euler angles.
Unity programs can be run inside the GUI or built to an executable file if deploying to other devices or operating systems. For all development we used the first option, as it was significantly faster and more convenient. Once a Unity program is run, it operates on a frame-by-frame basis: each script has an `Update()` function which is called every frame and the code contained within it is executed.

While the built-in functionality in Unity is extensive, it can also be extended by importing external libraries and assets. This is made simple through drag-and-drop functionality of the GUI. Libraries can contain scenes, Prefabs (pre-defined, or pre-fabricated, GameObjects), scripts, resources etc. In this project, we extended the ROS Reality library and used the ARToolKit library for marker tracking.

We used Unity for two reasons: firstly, the Meta 2 development kit is targeted at Unity; secondly, we used it because it is a flexible and powerful engine for creating visualisations, especially since the scene can be manipulated as desired using C# scripting. Finally, Unity also has strong community support and many open-source libraries that can be imported easily. We used Unity version 2017.3.0 for development, as it was the most recent version when we began development, and also the version of Unity that was bundled with the Meta SDK.

### 2.4 Meta 2

The Meta 2 [see Figure 2.3] is a recently-released AR headset developed by the Meta company. The version used in this project was part of the development kit, and new software was released multiple times over the course of this project. As it is very recent, we do not know of any published research using the Meta 2, either in the field of human-robot interaction or augmented reality in general.

![Figure 2.3: The Meta 2 augmented reality headset as used in this project.](image)
2.4. Meta 2

The Meta 2 claims to have the widest field-of-view (90 degrees) out of any head-mounted AR devices available on the market. It also has a high-resolution display and built-in tracking that is able to localise the device in space immediately without using any external tracking systems by combining computer vision from a built-in camera with acceleration and rotation information captured using on-board sensors. This provides the Meta with inside-out SLAM\(^3\) tracking, where all information about the environment is derived from internal information. Augmented reality through Unity is implemented by keeping the virtual objects in the scene stationary, while the position and rotation of the headset moves to reflect movement of the headset in the real world. While the built-in tracking results in stable augmented reality content, the Meta software currently includes no supported way to link visualisations to real-world objects; the issues posed by this fact will be discussed in further detail in Section 3.8.2.

As the headset is still in development and the software is frequently updated, we cannot guarantee that the code developed for this project will be compatible with new releases of the Meta SDK.

---

\(^3\)Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping – a tracking paradigm in which an unknown environment is mapped out while simultaneously determining the device’s position in the environment.
Chapter 3

System Design & Implementation

This chapter will outline the process of designing and implementing the augmented reality interface according to the project brief given in Section 1.3. Due to the multifaceted nature of the system and the number of various tools used in development, the design and implementation processes were closely interwoven, with each successive step feeding into the next. The design decisions and following implementation of each aspect of the system will be explained thoroughly, with reference to the technical background and information about tools used in development, which were outlined in Chapter 2. We will supplement our explanation with figures and code snippets as appropriate.

3.1 System setup

As a Linux distribution was required to run ROS, and the Windows operating system was required for Meta 2 software, we used two separate computers for development; the first computer ran the Ubuntu 14.04 operating system, and the second computer the Windows 10 operating system. The two computers, as well the Baxter robot, were connected over a local wired network. The Meta 2 headset was connected to the Windows computer through USB 3 and HDMI connections. We added another Windows 10 machine when the Visualeyez tracking system was added [see Section 3.8.2]. The final setup consisted of three computers; however, we hypothesise that this could potentially be simplified in the future by using the same machine for the Meta 2 and the tracking system.

We also attempted to simplify the system by running ROS in a virtual machine on the Windows computer. However, we found that due to the low processing power of the virtual machine, this introduced too much lag into the system; as such, we anticipate that at least two computers will be required to setups with AR systems and ROS-enabled robots, such as the one described in this project.
3.2 ROS-Unity communication

As explained in Section 2.3, we used Unity to create visualisations for the interface, and ROS to develop the robot-side code. The first challenge was to create a bridge to transmit information from ROS to Unity. On the Unity side, information could be received through a network socket using the websocket-sharp [40] C# websocket library. However, a number of methods were considered to identify the best way to expose information from ROS to the local network, and the best way to organise the communication.

3.2.1 Rosbridge

Rosbridge [27] is a standard ROS package that provides a JSON API to expose local ROS communication to external programs connected on the same network [see Section 2.1]. The first option we identified to create the ROS-Unity bridge was to create a new implementation with Rosbridge and a websocket in Unity. However, as some pre-existing implementations were publicly available, we first examined these to determine whether we could leverage an existing project rather than creating one from scratch.

3.2.2 ROS Reality

The first codebase to be considered was developed by the Humans to Robots Laboratory at Brown University. Coincidentally, this codebase was developed in the same lab as the experiments described by Rosen et al. [37], which heavily influenced our project. This codebase was particularly relevant due to the use of both the Baxter robot and Unity. This project was published in two GitHub repositories, ROS Reality [46] for the Unity library and ROS Reality Bridge [45] for the ROS package. We will henceforth refer to the whole codebase as ROS Reality.

The project was created to visualise the state of the Baxter robot using Unity. The code on the ROS side created a new node, unityNode, which subscribed to a topic publishing the position and rotation of each link of the robot. This information was then published over a websocket and read in on the Unity side. This project used Rosbridge to open a socket that the Unity-side socket connected to, but rather than using either the JSON messaging format or defining ROS message formats on the Unity side, the authors used a custom messaging format.

To visualise the pose of the robot, this project also included functionality to parse a URDF\(^1\) file, extract each link, create a GameObject for each link and add a 3D mesh from file. Additionally, as the coordinate frame in ROS follows the right-hand rule, while Unity uses a left-hand coordinate system [see Section 2.3], it was necessary to convert the received coordinates from one frame to another; functionality for this was also included in the ROS Reality codebase.

---

\(^1\)Unified Robot Definition Format – the standard ROS specification of a robot model in XML format, including each link and the name of the corresponding 3D mesh file for visualisation.
3.3 Setting up ROS Reality package

We identified that some additional work would be required to remove unnecessary dependencies on some older libraries e.g. SteamVR, which was used to create visualisations in the original project. However, we concluded that overall this codebase was an excellent starting point for our project, as it included a base for a ROS-Unity bridge which was flexible enough that it could easily be extended to carry different information for the interface, and contained additional functionality that we would have otherwise had to create from scratch.

3.2.3 Alternatives

As an alternative to ROS Reality, we identified a Unity library – ROSBridgeLib [44] – that was also specifically aimed at providing a bridge between ROS and Unity. Similarly to ROS Reality, ROSBridgeLib used Rosbridge and websocket-sharp. However, instead of the custom messaging format used in ROS Reality, ROSBridgeLib included class definitions for a subset of ROS messages. When comparing the two options, we concluded that the benefits gained from using standard ROS message formats (rather than a custom format as in ROS Reality) were outweighed by the fact that ROS Reality also already included functionality to read the URDF definition of the Baxter robot and visualise the position of each link. As such, we decided to use ROS Reality as the basis for the ROS-Unity bridge.

Additionally, a new Unity library, ROS# [12], has been released by Siemens AG since our investigation was conducted. This library is significantly more extensive than ROSBridgeLib and includes message definitions as well as other tools, such as functionality to read robot definitions from URDF. As such, we can see some benefit in migrating to the ROS# library if future development of this project was undertaken.

3.3 Setting up ROS Reality package

Once the ROS Reality package had been identified as a suitable starting point, the Unity project was cloned from [46] and the ROS package was cloned from [45]. Removing unnecessary dependencies on SteamVR and Kinect from the project was trivial and could be achieved by removing some lines of code from the ROS package and the Unity project. After these modifications had been performed, the initial project could be run by executing the following steps:

1. Ensuring that the system setup was correct, i.e. that Baxter robot was turned on and that the robot and computers were connected to the same local network.

2. Launching ROS Reality on the ROS computer using the provided launch file.

3. In Unity, specifying the IP address of the ROS computer and the port that ROS Reality was launched on (port 9090 by default) in the ip_address field of the WebsocketClient GameObject.

4. Running the Unity project in play mode.
3.4 Visualising current position

The ROS Reality codebase was intended to support visualising the current pose of the robot in Unity. However, once the code had been set up, we could determine that even though GameObjects representing each link of the robot were being created and their position and rotation was being updated every frame, the links were not being visualised. We found that the default path pointing to the folder containing the 3D meshes was incorrect; once we moved the meshes to the correct folder, the robot was visualised successfully and the live state of the robot was visible in Unity when the steps described in Section 3.3 were followed. A comparison of the real robot and the visualised robot can be seen in Figure 3.1.

Additionally, we found that we could not move or rotate the robot in the Unity scene, which was due to the fact that in the original codebase, the position and rotation of each link were defined and updated globally rather than locally relative to the root of the robot. Foreseeing that we would need to move the robot as required, we altered the code such that every robot link GameObject was set as a child of the robot root GameObject in the scene hierarchy. This enabled us to move and rotate the robot as a whole as required, and was more in line with design practices for Unity, which recommend that objects should be structured in a logical hierarchy in the scene.

3.5 Extending communication

Once the work described in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 was complete, we could communicate and visualise the current pose of the robot. This was useful to prove that the websocket was operational, the positions were read correctly and the coordinate transformation was correct. Additionally, lack of delay when comparing the visualised position to the real position while the robot’s arms were moving indicated that this communication setup had potential for use throughout the project.
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However, while visualising the current position could be used to debug the connection and show that the ROS-Unity bridge was performing correctly, additional information would need to be transmitted to augment the interaction task described in Section 1.4.

On the ROS side, the relevant code for our task was contained in the `unityNode.py` file. This file collected information about the current position and rotation of each link of the robot and published this information on the `ros_unity` topic using a custom message format. The Unity side code received this information through the websocket, parsed it in the `WebsocketClient` script and visualised the information.

We extended this code such that it could be made to transmit information from any topic on the ROS network if the following was specified:

- A short name for the information, e.g. `position`, which is used to create a new topic to publish the information on, e.g. `ros_unity_position`.
- A subscriber to the desired topic on the ROS side.
- A new callback function to call if the subscriber receives a message, which builds the message via the message builder and publishes it on the corresponding topic.
- A message builder to create a string representation of the information; creating the message builder can be skipped if an existing one can be used.

We will use parts of the code from the `unityNode.py` file to explain how this was achieved and outline the performed modifications. For clarity, we removed some sections of code; this will be indicated with asterisks (*), with a short description of the contents of the removed code.

The overall structure of the code before any modifications was as follows:

```python
def message_builder(link_dict):
    # *** build position message ***

def get_transform(link, tf_listener):
    # *** update link dictionary for one link ***

def main():
    # *** main loop ***
    if __name__ == '__main__':
        main()
```

As we can see, the code contained the `main()` function, which contained the main loop of the node, and the `message_builder()` and `get_transform()` functions. In the original code, both creating a subscriber to the `TransformListener`, which contained the position and rotation of each link, and creating a publisher to publish this information on the `ros_reality` function were performed in the main loop. However, as we had to keep track of multiple subscribers and publishers since we were relaying information from multiple topics, we moved the functions inside a new class, `UnityNode`. This allowed us to initialise the code with multiple publishers as required and keep track of them as local variables.
As we would have multiple message builders, we renamed the `message_builder` function to `_build_position_msg`. To clean up the code in the main loop, we moved the functionality to update the link dictionary to a new `_update_link_dictionary` function and combined it with the `get_transform` function.

The structure of the code after modifications was as follows:

```python
class UnityNode:
    def __init__(self, topics):
        # *** __init__ contents ***

def _build_position_msg(self):
    # *** build position message ***

def _update_link_dict(self):
    # *** update link dictionary ***

def run(self):
    # *** main loop ***

if __name__ == '__main__':
    topics = ['position']  # list of information to publish
    node = UnityNode(topics)
    node.run()
```

The topics list could be extended to contain any information. The names in this list were used for two purposes in the new code: firstly, they were used to create publishers for new topics following the naming convention `ros_unity_X` where `X` was the name of the topic. For example, in this case, the topic was called `ros_unity_position`.

This was done in the `__init__` function of the `UnityNode` class as follows:

```python
def __init__(self, topics):
    self.publishers = {}  # dictionary of publishers

    print("------- ADDING PUBLISHERS -------")
    # create a publisher for each desired topic
    for topic in topics:
        topic_name = "ros_unity_{0}".format(topic)
        self.publishers[topic] = rospy.Publisher(topic_name, String, queue_size=1)
        print("publishing on topic ros_unity_{0}".format(topic))

    print("-----------------------------")

    # add other local variables
    self.current_link_dict = dict()
    self.tf_listener = tf.TransformListener()
```

Printing the list of all publishers was helpful for debugging the application.
3.5. Extending communication

The main processing in our modified version was performed in the `run()` function of the `UnityNode` class. The main loop in each case was given as follows:

```python
def main():
    # *** setting up local variables ***
    
    # main loop
    while not rospy.is_shutdown():
        for link in link_dict:
            link_dict[link] = get_transform(link, tf_listener)
            pub_string = message_builder(link_dict)
            pub.publish(pub_string)
            rate.sleep()

def run(self):
    # *** setting up local variables ***
    
    # main loop
    while not rospy.is_shutdown():
        for topic in self.publishers.keys():
            if topic == "position":
                self._update_link_dict()
                message = self._build_position_msg()
                self.publishers[topic].publish(message)
        rate.sleep()
```

As we can see, the only significant difference between our code and the original version is the additional loop over each publisher in the `self.publishers` dictionary. Here we only have the `position` topic, but this could be extended to include as many topics as required. If we were transmitting information that required a subscriber, the subscriber would be created in the `if` statement for the given topic.

As shown in this section, the changes we made to the code were not extensive; we moved functions into the `UnityNode` class, added functionality to create and keep track of any number of publishers, and defined where additional functionality could be added to process new streams of information. However, these changes had a significant impact on the extendability of the system. Indeed, the next section will demonstrate that having this scaffolding in place made adding publishers – e.g. a publisher for trajectory information – both significantly easier and more rapid.

The most important conceptual decision for extending communication was whether to publish each new stream of information on a separate topic, or to use the `ros_unity` topic for all information. We chose to add new topics for each publisher for the following reasons: firstly, if all information was published on the same topic, this would require a messaging format that can carry a large variety of different information, including information that was unseen at the time the messaging format was designed. As such, it would be unfeasible to use a custom messaging format. The alternative would be to use a standardised messaging format such as JSON; however, this would increase time for transmission, as the message would contain extraneous fields, and time for parsing, as we would have to extract the data field from the message.
The second reason for preferring this option was conceptual. We aimed to follow good design principles in our development and create the ROS and Unity sides such that they could operate independent of each other, such that one of them could be replaced or modified without requiring significant alterations in the other. If we used the same topic for all information, this would not allow the Unity side to opt out of receiving some streams of information, as it would always receive all messages on the ros_unity topic. Only once the message had been parsed and the contained information identified could the program determine whether the information was relevant to the application. This would result in significant wasted computation.

Based on these reasons, we chose to publish each new stream of information separately on a new topic, and add new custom message formats if required.

### 3.6 Visualising a trajectory

To verify that the functionality developed in Section 3.5 was valid, we selected a new stream of information to transmit and visualise. One suitable source for this was identified as a trajectory plan generated with the MoveIt! path planning library in ROS.

Using the MoveIt! GUI, it was easy to set a new pose for the robot’s right arm. This generated a 10-step trajectory plan for the arm to move from the original position to the new position, which was published on the move_group/display_planned_path topic as a list of joint angles\(^2\). The trajectory could be simulated without moving the arm of the real robot. We added a new publisher for the ros_unity_trajectory topic; the process for this was simplified by using the framework developed in the previous section. On the ROS side we added the following code to the unityNode.py file:

- In the main function, we added trajectory to the list of topics.
- In the run function, we created a subscriber that listened for messages on the move_group/display_planned_path topic and called the _got_trajectory callback function every time the subscriber received a new message.
- We created the _got_trajectory callback function, which received the message containing a list of joint angles for each time step from the subscriber, performed forward kinematics to find the position of the robot’s gripper in Cartesian coordinates at each time step, called the _build_trajectory_msg function to create a message string, and published the message on the ros_unity_trajectory topic using the publisher created in the __init__ function.
- Finally, we also created the _build_trajectory_msg function, which used the same method as the _build_position_msg function to construct a custom message string. The only difference was that the trajectory message contained information about the position of only the right hand link for each of the 10 time steps, rather than the position of each link at one time step.

\(^2\) Joint angles are sometimes used in robotics as an alternative to Cartesian \(x, y, z\) coordinates. The position of each link relative to the root of the robot can be derived using forward kinematics.
3.7 Setting up Meta 2

Once reliable communication had been established, the next step was to set up visualising information on the Meta 2 headset [see Section 2.4]. As explained in Section 3.1, the Meta was connected to the Windows PC with an HDMI and a USB 3 cable. The developer kit included tutorials on how to set up the headset and functionality to create calibration profiles for specific people. Once this had been completed, the headset could be used to create applications with Unity.

Figure 3.2: Visualisations of (a) how a path was planned with Moveit!, with the original position of the right arm given in red, and the new position given in orange, and (b) the path plan in Unity, with points along the trajectory indicating the position of the right hand at each time step.

We did not have to explicitly add a publisher for ros_unity_trajectory, as this was handled by the loop in the __init__ function in the unityNode class.

On the Unity side, we could use the same functionality as for the position data to subscribe to the ros_unity_trajectory topic, receive and parse the message and extract the contents. As the contained information was different, we had to slightly adapt the process of parsing; however, the changes were trivial. We then added functionality to the TFListener script in Unity to visualise the trajectory. To achieve this, we created a new sphere GameObject for each point along the trajectory. To visually indicate the time steps, we set the colour of the spheres on a scale from green (time step 1) to red (time step 10). The resulting visualised trajectory for an example path plan, compared to the initial planned pose from Moveit!, can be seen in Figure 3.2.

As this step was only intended as proof-of-concept to show that the implemented extension of the communication bridge was successful, we did not spend much time on the design aspect. However, the code developed for this section could be used to create more elaborate trajectory visualisations if desired.
To create an application for the Meta headset in Unity, the only requirement was to include the MetaCameraRig GameObject in the Unity scene. All Meta functionality was bundled into the MetaCameraRig; when the Unity scene was launched, the scripts associated with this object launched the SLAM tracking and the 3D objects in the Unity scene were visualised as augmented reality content.

To test the connection from the Baxter robot to Unity and from Unity to the Meta, we trialled visualising the current pose of the robot using the headset. To achieve this, we hard-coded the position of the visualised robot to be 1 metre in front of the headset. When standing in front of the real robot, we could then test through visual observation whether the displayed pose matched the real one. Indeed, as we can see from Figure 3.3, the visualised pose appears correct. We could also not detect any significant lag when the robot was moving, which indicates that the communication was functional.

3.8 Localisation

The fact that the virtual robot correctly reflected the pose of the real robot indicated that the pipeline was working robustly. However, hard-coding the robot position was not viable as a long-term solution, as the headset was initialised in a different position in Unity depending on where it was located in the environment when the program was started. As such, there was no way to ensure that the virtual robot was always correctly overlain; we required a method of localising the headset relative to a known point in the world to ensure that the visualisations were matched up with the real robot.
As explained in the Section 2.4, the Meta 2 by default uses SLAM tracking, which uses internal sensors rather than external indicators to determine the headset’s location in space. We required a method of linking the position and rotation detection to a real-world object such as a *marker*, which would allow us to link the coordinate frames of the headset and robot and ensure that the visualisations were matched up with the real world correctly. We endeavoured to find a way to use external tracking, and in particular *marker tracking*, despite the fact that the code in the Meta’s SDK included no obvious way to change the method of localisation.

### 3.8.1 Marker tracking

A common method of localisation in computer vision applications for augmented reality as well as robotics is tracking *fiducial markers*[^3]. Markers traditionally used for localisation are black-and-white geometric patterns [19]. With advances in tracking technology, more advanced markers are possible; these include 3D models, product packaging, real-world surfaces such as floors and tables etc. However, as exploring these was outside the scope of this project, we only tested simple geometric markers. Two common[^4] libraries for performing visual marker tracking are Vuforia and ARToolKit. We provide include an overview of both libraries:

**Vuforia** [34] is a high-level augmented reality library which has been integrated directly into the most recent releases of Unity (version 2017+). Vuforia incorporates a variety of state-of-the-art methods, including tracking 3D models and real surfaces, as well as markerless tracking. However, a developer licence is required for functionality more advanced than simple marker (*Image Target* in Vuforia) tracking. While some access to the code is available through Unity scripts, most of the software is proprietary.

**ARToolKit** [11] is another widely-used tracking library with support for Unity. It was originally created by Hirokazu Kato and published in 1999 [21]. ARToolKit is open-source and all code is available publicly on GitHub. As such, it has strong community support and is also a favourite for use in research applications. However, the functionality offered by ARToolKit is somewhat limited compared to Vuforia, with tracking available only for simple image markers and no extended tracking when the marker is outside the field-of-view of the camera.

While other tracking libraries exist, they are less mature and less well-documented (e.g. ALVAR [49]), or require a commercial licence to use (e.g. EasyAR [48], Wiktitude [53]). As such, these were not considered in more detail.

#### 3.8.1.1 Vuforia

For our initial exploration in to marker tracking, we used the Vuforia tracking library to test the viability of marker tracking for localisation of the Meta 2 headset.

[^3]: A fiducial marker is any point of reference in an image that provides information about the size, location, orientation etc. of objects in the image, e.g. a ruler. [9]

[^4]: In fact, both (!) claim to be the world’s most widely used library for AR applications [34, 11].
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(a) Vuforia  
(b) ARToolKit  
(c) ARTag

Figure 3.4: Default markers for (a) Vuforia and (b) ARToolKit, compared with a randomly-selected marker from the ARTag set (c).

Vuforia was easy to set up and use, firstly due to its integration with Unity, meaning that no external libraries had to be imported, and secondly due to comprehensive tutorials. To start, we used a default Vuforia marker, or Image Target, given in Figure 3.4a.

To run a simple AR scene with Vuforia, the only requirements were to include the ARCamera and ImageTarget GameObjects. Vuforia ImageTargets were stored on a database on the Vuforia server [34], and could then be downloaded and used as markers. Once the scene was run, Vuforia detected whether a camera feed was available (we used a webcam for initial testing, but for the real application the feed from the Meta headset could be used) and used input from the feed to detect the marker. Any children of the ImageTarget object were displayed when the marker was detected. Figure 3.5 shows a cube visualised on the marker from Figure 3.4a.

As we can see from Figure 3.4a, while default Vuforia markers are easily-identifiable patterns, they have no distinctive features to easily detect the orientation of the marker. For our application, it was essential that both the position and orientation of the marker were detected accurately so that the coordinate frames could be linked correctly. As such, we researched different sets of markers that were optimised for localisation tasks and designed such that orientation could be detected reliably.

Many different sets of visual markers exist (e.g. [14, 43, 19, 16]), often tied to specific tracking libraries (e.g. Alvar [49]), which are optimised to detect the given type of marker. After considering the available sets of markers, we decided to use ARTag [14] based on the fact that it has successfully been used for localisation in various augmented reality applications. This would lead us to assume that its stability and suitability for our application has been proven. We used a randomly-selected ARTag marker (number 66), which can be seen in Figure 3.4c.

When testing the Vuforia application with the ARTag marker, we found that detection was significantly worse than for the default marker in Figure 3.4a. Over multiple tests, it did not detect the marker at all, and in some cases it detected the orientation incorrectly. We can conclude that while Vuforia is reliable for tracking patterned surfaces, it is unreliable for correctly detecting the orientation of markers; as such, we conclude that it is not applicable to our case. However, we can see future uses for Vuforia if its more advanced features such as 3D models could be utilised.
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3.8.1.2 ARToolKit

As Vuforia proved to be unsuitable for use in our project, we explored the possibility of using the ARToolKit library for marker tracking. While it was not bundled into Unity, the Unity SDK was available on the ARToolKit website [11]. Similarly to Vuforia, setting up an ARToolKit scene in Unity was trivial when following the ARToolKit documentation. While ARToolKit included some default markers [see Figure 3.4b], we also tested it with the ARTag marker selected in the previous experiment. We found that when using the webcam, detection was reliable for both position and orientation.

We then attempted to use this library with the Meta headset. ARToolKit is intended to support see-through AR and includes functionality to generate calibration files for AR headsets. However, we found that the tools were dated and meant for older headsets, where each eye had a separate display; as such, they were not compatible with the Meta, in which the display was shared between both eyes. This incompatibility meant that we could not use the targeted AR functionality, which used the calibration files to display augmented reality content correctly.

To solve this problem, we attempted to implement similar functionality without the use of targeted AR tools. However, we found that the fundamental way in which augmented reality was implemented in ARToolKit became an obstacle; for non-see-through AR, i.e. 2D displays such as when using the webcam, ARToolKit implements augmented reality by projecting the video feed onto a canvas in Unity and placing the 3D content on the canvas. When viewing the 2D display, the augmented reality appears correct. However, the objects are not situated in the Unity scene as we would require for visualisations with the Meta. To implement augmented reality in a way that was compatible with the Meta, we had to perform the transformation from the canvas to the real world, and secondly invert the transformation between the marker and the camera. However, even though the process was known, we could not perform it correctly, as the inversion of the transformation between the camera and the marker was incorrect, giving the correct rotation for the marker but not the correct position.
We identified that the cause of the problem were operations that were being performed in low-level compiled code, which we did not have access to to change the procedure. This meant that the transformation matrix was not directly invertible. Due to time constraints on the project, we decided not to spend additional time to attempt a workaround by changing the compiled code.

Based on the work performed in this section, we can conclude that for now, using Vuforia is not viable for precise tasks where detecting the orientation of the marker is important. Additionally, we can conclude that there is currently no support for integrating ARToolKit with newer see-through augmented reality headsets such as the Meta. However, it is possible that this might change, as a new version of ARToolKit (ARToolKit 6) is currently in beta release. As such, more support for newer augmented reality hardware such as the Meta could be included in the new release.

### 3.8.2 LED marker tracking

As we showed in Section 3.8.1, using simple visual marker tracking with Meta did not prove to be viable for this project. As such, we instead used an alternative tracking system, the Visualeyez professional tracking system with LED markers. We credit Joshua Smith for his work in setting up the tracking system. While the work of setting up the camera and tracking software was outside the scope of this project, we will endeavour to provide sufficient context for the reader.

First, the tracking system consisted of three cameras mounted on a tripod, which were used to track two **LED markers**. The markers were placed in 3D-printed mounts and attached to the headset and the object [see Figure 3.6]. The unique frequency and configuration of lights is used to identify each marker and determine its position and rotation. The system was calibrated such that all coordinates were given relative to the root of the robot, similarly to coordinates in both ROS and Unity. The position and rotation of both the headset and the object were transmitted continuously over websockets on different ports. The coordinates of the object were read by the collaboration task code in ROS and the coordinates of the headset were read by the WebsocketClient in Unity. As the coordinates were already relative to the root of the robot, no additional transformations were required in ROS and the only alteration that was required in Unity was to convert the values from a right-hand to a left-hand coordinate system.

The most significant challenge for implementing tracking was in how to update the position and rotation of the headset in Unity. In the code, this was integrated into the classes that also handled SLAM tracking, which meant that we couldn’t easily switch out the localisation to get the position and rotation from LED tracking. In fact, while using custom localisers had been supported in previous versions of the Meta SDK, this functionality has been deprecated in recent releases. To tackle this problem, we were able to use the legacy MouseLocalizer class, which had been used in previous versions of the Meta SDK to move the headset using the mouse in Unity. We adapted this code by replacing the coordinates with those received from the websocket and replacing the SLAMLocalizer with the MouseLocalizer.
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However, we found that this also resulted in the cameras for the left and right eyes facing in the opposite direction to the rest of the headset; we identified that SLAM localisation performed additional transformations in proprietary code. As we did not have access to the exact operations that were being performed, we implemented a best-guess method by rotating the left and right eye cameras by 180 degrees. Since we have no means of checking the exact operations performed by the SLAM localisation short of de-compiling the source code, we can merely hypothesise that the procedure was in large part correct based on visual observation of the displayed visualisations.

While this tracking system was more complicated to set up, it also had significant benefits: firstly, the tracking was more stable than with image markers. Secondly, this meant that a separate tracking system was not required for the object in the handover task, as LED markers could be used to track both the object and the headset. However, the most significant negative was that the requirement that markers always be visible to the camera meant that freedom of movement for participants was significantly reduced.
3.9 Visualising for collaboration task

The collaboration task to be visualised is described in detail in Section 1.4. While the task was originally intended for two-arm interaction, we found that due to the setup of the tracking system, we had to modify the task to use only the left arm, as otherwise the LED marker on the object was often obscured by the right arm. We would like to credit Joshua Smith for setting up the code for the collaboration task. In this section, we will describe how we selected aspects of the task to create visualisations for and how these visualisations were implemented.

3.9.1 Selecting topics to visualise

To identify the aspects of the collaboration task to visualise, we first examined the sources of information that were available to us. The nodes responsible for the collaboration task published information on the following topics:

- *Tracked object* – this represented the position of the real object relative to the robot, as tracked by the tracking system.
- *Gripper target* – this represented the target position of the gripper.
- *Virtual object* – this represented the system’s internal representation of the object. While the object was not gripped, this was equivalent to the tracked object. However, once the robot gripped the object, the virtual object followed the gripper position, and was no longer dependent on the tracking.
- *Gripping point on object* – this represented the point on the object that the robot was planning to grip. In other applications, especially two-arm applications where it was important that the arms not collide, the point could be configured to differ from the actual object position. However, in our case this was always equal to the real object position.
- *Intercept point* – this represented the point where the robot predicted the object would intersect with the robot’s workspace, i.e. the area in front of the robot where the robot was configured to grip the object. In our case this was defined 80cm in front of the robot.

We could eliminate some of the above aspects that were duplicating information; specifically, we identified that the virtual object was already represented by a combination of the tracked object and the gripper target. Similarly, since the gripping point on the object was always the point where the object was being tracked, it did not encode new information and could be eliminated. We were left with the following list:

- *Tracked object*
- *Gripper target*
- *Intercept point*
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For each of these aspects, we could identify the potential benefits they would provide if the visualisation was present while performing the handover task.

Firstly, we hypothesised that visualising the tracked object would enable the human to easily identify when the object was not being tracked, indicating that the handover would be unsuccessful as the robot could not see the object. This would allow the human to correct for tracking errors, either by moving/tilting the object if the marker was being obscured, or by restarting the tracking system if the tracking failed.

Secondly, we hypothesised that visualising the gripper target would clearly visualise when the robot’s side of the handover procedure was initiated and it moved to grip the object, as well as indicating when the object was moved back far enough that the robot retracted the arm to default position. It could also be indicative of when the arm got stuck, especially in cases when arm was not moving but the gripper target indicated that it was planning to do so. The human could also see whether the robot was going to grip or whether the object was too far away if there was a delay.

Thirdly, we hypothesised that visualising the intercept point could help indicate the best place to pass the object to maximise probability of success, since it represents the place that the robot expects the object to go, and as a result would not have to perform any recalculations. Additionally, similarly to the gripper target, the intercept point could be used to ascertain whether the robot was not moving because of a delay or because the object was not aligned with the intercept point.

3.9.2 Creating visualisations

Once we had identified the information to visualise, we set up the communication from the specified topics to Unity. Adding new streams of information to the unityNode node was simple when using the framework set up in Section 3.5.

The messages for each of the three visualisations contained a single position and rotation relative to the root of the robot. These were transmitted on the following topics:

- /ros_unity_tracked_object
- /ros_unity_gripper_target
- /ros_unity_intercept_target

The information was then received on the Unity side and converted from the right-hand coordinate system to the left-hand coordinate system.

As we aimed to create simple visualisations we chose to represent each source of information as a simple sphere. The position of the spheres was updated each frame; however, using spheres meant that we did not have to update the rotation. To ensure that the three visualisations were distinguishable, we chose three complimentary but distinct colors, yellow, green and white, to represent the object, gripper target and intercept target respectively. All three streams of information could then be visualised while conducting the handovers. Figure 3.7 illustrates how the three spheres were visualised in different locations over the course of a handover.
Figure 3.7: Visualisations over the course of a handover. We can see that the visualisations help to illustrate the step-by-step process of the handover from the robot’s side. In (a), the object is too far away from the robot and not moving. As such, the intercept point is defined in the middle of the workspace, the gripper is in default position and the object is being tracked. In (b), the object begins to move closer, and the intercept point is initially set at the same location as the gripper (the white and green spheres overlap). In (c) the object moves closer and the robot can make a better guess of where the object intersects the workspace. We can see that the object is already on the border of the workspace (white and yellow spheres overlap). However, it is not close enough yet for the arm’s task to switch to gripping (the green sphere has not moved). In (d) we can see that the gripper target has switched to overlap with the yellow and white spheres. This indicates that the arm is about to move. Finally, in (e), we can see that the arm has moved and the handover was successful.
3.10 Adding calibration

During testing of the visualisations we created in the previous section, it became apparent that the position and rotation of the headset was often misaligned with the real world. We identified the cause of this as the transformation from the marker attached on the side of the headset, to the centre of the headset, which was located behind and above the eyes. We found that this was dependent on how the headset was fitted on the wearer’s head and whether the markers were jostled during the process. As such, we chose to fix this issue by introducing an additional calibration procedure.

For accurate calibration, we required a location in the real world which we could measure precisely to the root of the robot. We chose to utilise the table in front of the Baxter robot. To perform calibration, we marked three 10x10cm squares on the table, one in front of the root with no rotation, and two 30cm to the left and right of the middle square, rotated at 45 and -45 degrees respectively. We added three cubes in Unity at the same positions and rotations relative to the root of the virtual robot. We could then change the $x$, $y$ and $z$ position and rotation of the headset to match up the cubes and the squares; since we knew the exact location of the squares in the real world and the cubes in Unity, we could be sure that if the two were lined up, the visualisations would be correct. Figure 3.8 shows the cubes before and after calibration.

![Figure 3.8: Cubes used for calibration before and after the calibration procedure was completed.](image)
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Evaluation

Once the implementation [see Chapter 3] was complete, an experimental user study was conducted to evaluate the developed interface. This chapter will outline the process of designing and conducting the study, introduce the objective and subjective evaluation metrics, and present an analysis of the achieved results.

4.1 Experiment design

The experiment was conducted using the collaborative handover task provided by EPFL LASA [see Section 1.4] with the Baxter robot. The interface was created for the Meta 2 augmented reality headset, with LED marker tracking on the headset and object [see Section 3.8.2]. We used the visualisations described in Section 3.9, representing the gripper target, the object and the intercept point.

To evaluate the effect of the interface on task performance, we decided to conduct a within-subjects experiment with two interfaces: with and without visualisations. Initially, we intended to conduct within-subjects experiments for each individual visualisation (gripper target, object and intercept target). However, after testing the visualisations, we determined that there were important aspects of the interface that were only available if multiple visualisations were present – for example, a reliable indication that the handover would be successful was if all three visualisations converged to the same position [see Figure 3.7]; this information would not be available if each visualisation was tested individually. Additionally, constraints on time and number of participants meant that we could not gather sufficient data if the experiment was run for every combination of visualisations; this limited our choice to either testing each visualisation individually or all of them together.

Through extensive testing, we additionally determined that due to random variance in the robot’s behaviour, each participant would have to perform multiple handovers per interface to accurately measure average time. To ensure that the experiment would remain within reasonable time limits (~30 minutes), and for the reasons described above, we chose to test the interface with all visualisations present.
Initially, we only planned to calculate the average time for “simple” handovers, i.e. the participant handing the object to the robot in the proximity of the gripper’s resting position. However, through testing it became clear that this case was not sufficiently challenging, as it could be completed fast (given no tracking issues) either with or without visualisations. As such, to adequately utilise the hypothesised benefits provided by the visualisations, we added a “complex” handover case, in which we would ask the participant to pass the object to a new position further away from the gripper, either higher, lower, to the left or to the right.

To allow for sufficient data, we decided to have each participant perform 6 simple handovers, followed by 4 complex handovers (10 handovers in total) for each interface. The order in which the participants received the interfaces was randomised to eliminate bias; as all participants were unfamiliar with the interface and the task, we anticipated that there would be a learning effect\(^1\) which would affect the final averages.

To ensure consistency in results, the participants started the handover from the same position every time, which was measured at the limit of the tracking system and marked on the floor with tape. To measure the time per handover, the timer was started when the participant was told to initiate the handover – to approach the robot and hand the object to the robot – and the timer was stopped when the gripper closed. Additionally, to ensure that results for both interfaces were comparable, the participant wore the headset at all times, regardless of the order in which they received interfaces. This ensured that the effects of wearing the headset – such as discomfort and limited freedom of movement – remained constant between experiments.

Figure 4.1 shows the full setup of the experiment.

\(^1\)Meaning that we would expect the second interface to perform better than the first to some degree.
4.2 Evaluation metrics

To adequately evaluate the performance of the designed system, we selected three different metrics to measure different aspects of the system. First, we used an objective numerical method, which was based on measuring the average time per handover for both the simple and the complex case. Secondly, we used two subjective rating scales: NASA Task Load Index and User Experience Questionnaire. Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2 will introduce these scales in detail. Finally, we included one question in the exit interview, in which the participants were asked to choose which interface they would prefer if asked to perform more handovers.

4.2.1 NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX)

The NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) was developed by the Human Performance Group at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and published by Sandra Hart and Lowell Staveland in 1988 [18].

It is a commonly-used metric² for measuring subjective workload of human operators in human-machine systems. While it was originally applied to the space and aviation industries [55, 31, 42], it has since also been used in various domains such as healthcare [56, 50] and robotics [22, 13, 41]. Most importantly, as far as this project is concerned, it has been used to evaluate augmented reality interfaces for human-robot systems [5, 37]. Analyses have shown that for many tasks, there is a high correlation between the NASA-TLX score and objective performance [47].

The six dimensions measured by NASA-TLX are defined as follows:

- **Mental demand**
  How mentally demanding was the task?

- **Physical demand**
  How physically demanding was the task?

- **Temporal demand**
  How hurried or rushed was the task?

- **Performance**
  How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do?

- **Effort**
  How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance?

- **Frustration**
  How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed were you?

Each scale is accompanied by a short (standardised) description, which gives additional context and has been shown to aid participants in providing accurate ratings [18].

² Google Scholar returns 15,800 results for "NASA-TLX", including 351 publications in 2018 alone [at time of writing, 2-April-2018].
The participants rated mental, physical and temporal demand, effort and frustration on a scale from 0 (very low) to 20 (very high). Perceived performance was rated on a scale from 0 (failure) to 20 (perfect).

In the original publication [18], Hart and Staveland included an additional step, in which a weighted workload score was calculated by asking the participants to evaluate the importance of each dimension in the workload estimate by comparing dimensions pairwise. However, as it is common to omit this step and use the raw scores for analysis [17], we chose to not perform any weighting procedures or calculate an overall score.

The form that was used in the experiment can be seen in Appendix C.

### 4.2.2 User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ)

The User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) is a subjective user experience scale. It was originally developed in German by Bettina Laugwitz, Theo Held and Martin Schepp in 2006 [25] and released in English in 2008 [24]. The full version of the UEQ is a 26-item questionnaire that measures six factors: attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, stimulation, and novelty. However, as this scale measures aspects that our analysis is not concerned with, such as stimulation and novelty, we selected the 6 most relevant scales out of the full 26 from UEQ to conduct our analysis, similarly to the official shortened version of UEQ (UEQ-S) [39]. We did not calculate a combined score, but rather used the raw results for the selected subset, which consisted of the following scales:

- Obstructive – Supportive
- Complicated – Easy
- Pleasant – Unpleasant
- Clear – Confusing
- Annoying – Enjoyable
- Friendly – Unfriendly

Each aspect was rated on a 7-point scale. The form that was presented to participants during the experiment can be seen in Appendix D.

### 4.3 Expected results

Before conducting the experiment, we expanded on the hypothesis set in Section 1.5 to create metric-specific hypotheses.

For the performance (time per task), we hypothesised that there would be an improvement (lower average time) with both the simple and complex handovers, but we hypothesised that the visualisations would be utilised more for the complex case, and as such the improvement would be more significant.
For NASA-TLX, we expected no change in the physical and temporal demand, as we did not anticipate that these aspects would change between the two interfaces. Based on the results shown by Rosen et al. [37], we hypothesised that we would see an increase in the mental demand. We expected to see lower effort and frustration, as we hypothesised that the task would be easier to complete with the help of visualisations. Finally, we expected the rating for perceived performance to be higher for the interface that the participant got second, as they would more confident and familiar with the task.

For UEQ, we hypothesised that the interface with visualisations would be rated as more supportive, pleasant, clear, enjoyable and friendly, but that the participants would also rate it as more complicated, as there would be more information to consider.

In Section 4.5 we will compare the achieved results to the expected values given above and provide an analysis where the results did not confirm our hypotheses.

4.4 Conducting experiment

The experimental study was conducted in the Inspace robotics lab at the University of Edinburgh. 14 participants were recruited for the final study, all of whom successfully completed the experiment. Each participant conducted the experiment individually, with no other participants present to avoid introducing a bias. The design of the study is outlined in Section 4.1. The following section will describe the step-by-step process that was followed to conduct the experiment.

As all participants were unfamiliar with the robotics lab, they were first introduced to the lab and the Baxter robot. They were then presented with the information sheet [see Appendix A] and asked to read the contents carefully. The participant could then ask questions, if they had any, to clarify the contents of the information sheet; however, we avoided any questions that could bias the participant for the experiment, such as explaining exactly what the goal of the study was. The participants then signed the consent form [see Appendix B]. Before starting the study, we also conducted a safety briefing on how to interact with the Baxter robot to avoid injuries.

The first step in conducting the experiment was to fit the participant with the Meta 2 headset and perform the eye calibration procedure from Meta. This created an individualised calibration profile, which enabled us to ensure that the visualisations were displayed correctly relative to the participant’s eyes.

We then introduced the handover task, presented the participant with the object [see Figure 3.6a] and explained that the object and headset had to be held in a specific way to ensure that the LED markers were visible to the tracking system. The participant was allowed to perform a few test handovers to ensure that they were comfortable with where to stand and how to release the gripper to take the object from the robot.

The participant was then presented with the first interface; whether the first interface was with or without visualisations was assigned randomly. Out of the 14 participants who completed the experiment, 6 received the interface with visualisations first and 8 received the interface without visualisations first.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the handover process from initiating the handover to when the Baxter robot grabs the object; we timed this process from start to finish. Photos are illustrative and included with the participant's permission.

(a) Participant initiates handover

(b) Participant passes object to Baxter

(c) Baxter grabs object
4.5 Results

For the interface with visualisations, an additional calibration step was conducted to ensure that the visualisations were aligned correctly with the real world [see Section 3.9]. The participant also got a short introduction into the three visualisations (gripper target, object and intercept target); however, we included as little detail about the task specifics as possible to ensure that the group who got this interface did not have an advantage over the group who got the interface without visualisations.

We then began the experiment: the participant conducted six simple and four complex handovers [see Figure 4.2 for an example of the simple handover]; each handover was timed from the moment the participant initiated a handover to when the robot gripped the object. We did not aid the participant if the robot took longer than expected to respond or if the participant had to move the object slightly to make the robot grip. However, we restarted the handover in case of technical faults, e.g. if the robot jammed due to sub-optimal inverse kinematics or the tracking system failed.

Once the handovers had been completed, the participant was asked to evaluate the interface on the NASA-TLX [see Section 4.2.1] and UEQ [see Section 4.2.2] scales, as well as provide free-form comments on their experience.

We then performed the experiment with the second interface following the same procedure, and asked the participant to rate that interface using the same method. Finally, we included one exit question, in which the participant was asked to select which interface they would prefer to use if they were asked to perform more handovers.

4.5 Results

The experiment was conducted with 14 participants. The participants were split 8/6 female/male. All participants were students between 20 and 25 years of age with no previous experience with collaborative human-robot interaction.

The results for performance (time-per-handover) will be presented in Section 4.5.1. Results for NASA-TLX and UEQ will be presented in Section 4.5.2 and Section 4.5.3 respectively. We will also provide interpretations and analysis for all achieved results.

4.5.1 Performance

The achieved average times for each participant for both interfaces are given in Table 4.1 for the simple handovers and in Table 4.2 for the complex handovers.

The average time differs significantly between participants for both the simple and complex case, mostly due to variance in the resting position of the robot’s arm and the exact way in which the participant passed the object. As such, our analysis will focus on the difference between average times for both interfaces within subjects. In particular, we will investigate whether the average time improved when using the interface with visualisations. We will also investigate the extent to which the order in which the participants received the interfaces influenced the results.
### Simple handover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>No visualisations</th>
<th>Visualisations</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.950s</td>
<td>7.128s</td>
<td>−0.178s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.365s</td>
<td>5.810s</td>
<td>1.555s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.365s</td>
<td>6.346s</td>
<td>0.019s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.335s</td>
<td>7.292s</td>
<td>−0.957s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.103s</td>
<td>6.298s</td>
<td>2.805s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.125s</td>
<td>4.090s</td>
<td>0.035s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.285s</td>
<td>7.363s</td>
<td>−2.078s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.476s</td>
<td>5.757s</td>
<td>−0.281s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.333s</td>
<td>5.247s</td>
<td>0.086s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.894s</td>
<td>4.100s</td>
<td>−0.206s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.190s</td>
<td>5.620s</td>
<td>−1.430s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.552s</td>
<td>4.117s</td>
<td>0.435s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.873s</td>
<td>7.158s</td>
<td>−0.285s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.725s</td>
<td>4.137s</td>
<td>0.615s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average* | 5.757s | 5.747s | 0.010s |

Table 4.1: Average time per handover for the simple handover for each participant with both interfaces, and the average improvement when using the interface with visualisations. Participants who received the interface with visualisations first are given with a shaded background.

### Complex handover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>No visualisations</th>
<th>Visualisations</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.605s</td>
<td>6.805s</td>
<td>0.800s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.105s</td>
<td>10.363s</td>
<td>−1.258s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.343s</td>
<td>6.437s</td>
<td>0.906s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.540s</td>
<td>7.093s</td>
<td>−1.553s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.235s</td>
<td>6.960s</td>
<td>5.275s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.115s</td>
<td>7.225s</td>
<td>−1.109s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.150s</td>
<td>4.430s</td>
<td>0.720s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.060s</td>
<td>6.035s</td>
<td>1.025s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.088s</td>
<td>7.948s</td>
<td>0.140s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.918s</td>
<td>6.495s</td>
<td>1.423s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.270s</td>
<td>4.880s</td>
<td>2.390s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.035s</td>
<td>5.758s</td>
<td>2.277s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.263s</td>
<td>8.690s</td>
<td>1.573s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.948s</td>
<td>6.820s</td>
<td>0.128s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average* | 7.763s | 6.853s | 0.900 |

Table 4.2: Average time per handover for the complex handover for each participant with both interfaces, and the average improvement when using the interface with visualisations. Participants who received the interface with visualisations first are given with a shaded background.
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the average improvement in performance for the interface with visualisations for simple and complex handovers. As we can see, while the average improvement for the simple handovers was very small (0.01s), the average improvement for the complex handovers was 90 times larger at 0.9s.

To evaluate whether the improvement was statistically significant, we performed a paired t-test for both the simple and the complex cases. This indicated that while there was no statistically significant improvement for the simple case, for the complex case there was statistically significant improvement between the two interfaces in the direction of the interface with visualisations with 97% confidence (p-value 0.03). From this we can conclude that the first part of the hypothesis from Section 4.3 for time per handover – that there would be an improvement for the simple case – was not supported, but the second part – that there would be an improvement for the complex case – was supported. This also supports our original hypothesis from Section 1.5, as we have shown an increase in performance for the interface with visualisations.

We can find additional support for this hypothesis by separately examining the group that got the interface with visualisations as their first interface [rows with shaded background in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2]. While we expected the learning effect – in short, that the participant would always perform better on average with the second interface, as they are more familiar with the task – to be spread evenly between the two interfaces when taking the overall average, examining the groups separately will further allow us to analyse the effect of the visualisations.

We observe that the learning effect was significant for the simple handover: the average improvement for the group that got the interface without visualisations first was 0.06525s (significantly above the overall average improvement), while for the group that got the interface with visualisations first, the average was −0.0645s (significantly below the overall average improvement). This tells us that the visualisations were not effective for the simple case if the participants were already familiar with the interface. However, in addition to the learning effect, we can also observe a training effect: the participants performed significantly above average without visualisations if they had previously experienced the interface with visualisations. We support this with a quote from one of the participants:

\[ \text{The behaviour I learned using the visualisations helped me perform better, even without them.} \]

In the complex case, the same trend was evident, but the effect was less pronounced: the average improvement for the group that got the interface without visualisations first was 1.15125s, while the average for the other group was 0.58783s. We can attribute this to the fact that both the learning and training effects were reduced as the participants already had experience from the simple handover.

Overall, we can conclude that the empirical results support our hypothesis that visualisations would improve performance for complex handovers. Additionally, for both simple and complex handovers, participants performed better without visualisations if they had previous experience with visualisations; this indicates a possible application for the visualisations – training – which will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
4.5.2 Results for NASA-TLX

The first subjective scale that the participants rated the interface on was NASA-TLX [see Section 4.2.1]. This section will outline the results achieved on this scale and compare the achieved results to the expected results given in Section 4.3.

The average ratings for each subscale (perceived mental, physical and temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration), over all participants for the interface with no visualisations and the interface with visualisations are given in Figure 4.3.

4.5.2.1 Mental demand

The first measured scale was the perceived mental demand. We can see that the average score for the interface with visualisations is significantly higher than for the interface with no visualisations. This is in line with the expected results as given in Section 4.3 and with the results achieved by Rosen et al. [37] on a similar task. We can explain the result by considering the fact that more information is available to the participant when using this interface, which they have to spend more mental effort to parse.

4.5.2.2 Physical demand

The second measured scale was physical demand. While we predicted no difference between the two interfaces, the results indicate a slight increase with visualisations. We attempt to provide an explanation: while the Meta 2 is intended to be safe for use with glasses [see Section 2.4], from participants’ comments it became clear that people with glasses found the interface more uncomfortable to use and experienced physical discomfort when viewing the visualisations. As such, we can hypothesise that this lead them to rate the interface as more physically demanding.

Figure 4.3: Average ratings with error bars indicating uncertainty in the average rating for each subscale of NASA-TLX, with the interfaces with and without visualisations.
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4.5.2.3 Temporal demand

The third scale measured perceived temporal demand. While the mean and error was slightly higher for the interface with visualisations, the difference was not significant, which is in line with the expected results as given in Section 4.3.

4.5.2.4 Performance

For perceived performance, we expected to see a general increase in results for the second interface, as we predicted that the participants would feel more confident and rate the interface higher as a result. We can see that overall, the average rating was slightly higher for the interface with visualisations. However, we can provide more accurate analysis by examining the ratings for each participant individually. The scores are given in Figure 4.4. As we can see, regardless of which interface the participants received first, they generally rated their performance with the second interface higher. We confirm our hypothesis by running a paired t-test, which shows that the improvement is statistically significant with 95% confidence.

4.5.2.5 Effort

The most significant difference between the two interfaces, as well as between achieved results and the expected results from Section 4.3, was in the results for perceived effort. We can see that the rating for effort was significantly higher for the interface with visualisation, while we predicted that the opposite would be true.

We can hypothesise that this metric is tied to mental demand, which also showed an increase with visualisations. We attribute this to the fact that participants had to think about the task more than with the other interface, where less information was available.

![Perceived performance for each participant](image)

Figure 4.4: Perceived performance for each participant with the first and the second interface (either with or without visualisations), and the difference between the second and first rating.
Additionally, we can use comments from the participants to further analyse the results. Multiple participants reported that they both felt compelled to and were able to help the robot more in completing the handover when using the interface with visualisations. For example, one participant reported that without visualisations,

“...there were more times when [they were] waiting for the robot to grab the item, whereas with the visualisations [they] could help it more”.

Another participant described the experience as follows:

The [interface with spheres] was a bit more ‘hostile’ in the sense of making you feel like there is something to accomplish with them, when they are actually there for information purposes.

These comments, as well as remarks from multiple other participants who reported that they felt they were most successful with visualisations when they aimed to match up the object and intercept target spheres, lead us to hypothesise that the participants approached the task itself differently with the two interfaces. Without visualisations, many participants approached the task more passively, expecting the robot to do most of the work, since the participant had less information to use to engage with the handover. However, with visualisations, the participants were more active in engaging with the task and used the visualisations as a “target” to complete the handover.

This is a fundamental difference in how the participants perceived the task, and we can conclude that while this may have contributed to a significantly higher perceived effort, the visualisations also allowed the participants to approach the task as it had been intended, i.e. an active collaboration on both the robot and human side.

4.5.2.6 Frustration

For the final scale, frustration, we observe a lower average for the interface with visualisations, which is in line with the expected result from Section 4.3. This implies that the participants felt less insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed [see Appendix C]. However, the difference is less significant than we would have hoped.

Multiple participants reported feeling less insecure with visualisations, for example:

[With visualisations] you can predict where the robot will move, so there is no “I’m threatened by unpredictable machine” effect.

However, some participants also reported frustration with the discomfort from the headset and the visualisations, as well as with jitter from tracking and mis-aligned visualisations. As such, we can hypothesise that these factors drove up the frustration score and obscured the benefit that we predicted would stem from having more information available to complete the task.

We hypothesise that a more significant decrease in frustration could be achieved with visualisations; however, to mitigate adverse factors and measure decrease in frustration more accurately, future experiments could be performed with a more stable tracking system and better calibration, as well as a more comfortable headset.
Figure 4.5: Scores for each sub-scale of the shortened version of the User Experience Questionnaire for both interfaces: without visualisations (top) and with visualisations (bottom). The colours represent the different sub-scales.
4.5.3 Results for UEQ

The second subjective metric used in our evaluation was the User Experience Questionnaire [see Section 4.2.2]. Figure 4.5 shows the achieved results for each subscale for both interfaces. This section will examine the results for each subscale individually and compare the results with the hypotheses from Section 4.3.

4.5.3.1 Obstructive-Supportive

The first measured scale was obstructive-supportive. We can see that the results for this scale experience a shift towards supportive for the interface with visualisations. This is in line with the expected results from Section 4.3.

4.5.3.2 Complicated-Easy

The second measured scale was complicated-easy. We can see that for this scale, there is a clear shift in the results to indicate that the interface without visualisations was perceived as easier than the one with visualisations. This is in line with what we would expect, as there is less information to consider with this interface; in fact, it is as simple an interface as could be conceived of.

4.5.3.3 Pleasant-Unpleasant

The third scale was pleasant-unpleasant. The results for this scale are interesting, as they show that the interface with visualisations was significantly more divisive than the interface without visualisations – the results for the interface with no visualisations are clustered at 2 and 3 (mostly pleasant), while the results are significantly more spread out for the interface with visualisations, varying from 1 (pleasant) to 7 (unpleasant).

We can attribute this trend in results to the discomfort multiple people experienced with the visualisations and the headset, which we hypothesise could have led people to rate the interface as more unpleasant. We can conclude that it is possible this score could be increased significantly if using a headset that was better-suited for people with glasses, and if the tracking system was more reliable and the visualisations were better calibrated.

4.5.3.4 Clear-Confusing

The fourth measured scale was clear-confusing. As we can see, the results for this scale are fairly consistent between the two interfaces. While there is a small shift in ratings in both directions for the interface with visualisations, with one fewer rating for 1 (clear) but also one fewer rating for 5 (somewhat confusing), we cannot conclude any strong trends for this scale. While the interface with visualisations wasn’t significantly more clear than the one without visualisations, it was also not significantly less clear.
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4.5.3.5 Annoying-Enjoyable

We can see that the interface with visualisations is divisive on the annoying-enjoyable scale, similarly to pleasant-unpleasant. While the results for the interface without visualisations are centred around 5-6 (not very enjoyable, but not annoying), the results for the interface with visualisations range from 1 (annoying) to 7 (enjoyable).

As the responses were clustered around 5 for the interface without visualisations, and around 6-7 for the interface with visualisations, we can conclude that the interface with visualisations was overall more enjoyable. Similarly to the results for the annoying-enjoyable scale, the spread in values can be attributed to a subset of participants who reported discomfort with the interface due to incompatibility with glasses.

4.5.3.6 Friendly-Unfriendly

The final UEQ scale was friendly-unfriendly. The results for this scale are fairly consistent between interfaces, with a shift towards 2 from both directions for the interface with visualisations, and one outlier at 6 (mostly unfriendly). Overall, we can conclude that the participants did not find the interface with visualisations either more or less friendly than the interface without visualisations.

4.5.4 Exit question

To conclude the experiment, we asked the participants to select the interface they would prefer if they had to perform more handovers. The results are given in Table 4.3.

As we can see, 6 participants selected the interface without visualisations and 8 participants selected the interface with visualisations. While the main reason why participants selected the interface with visualisations was that they felt it was helpful for the task, the main reason for selecting the interface without visualisations was discomfort. Two participants expressed the opinion that they found the interface with visualisations helpful and would prefer it if it was more comfortable. Only one participant said that the visualisations were distracting, rather than helpful, for this task.

Participant 6 said that while the interface was helpful for complicated tasks, such as the complex handover, they thought that visualisations were more distracting than helpful for the simple handover. This supports our results from Section 4.5.1, where we found that participants achieved significantly lower average time per handover with visualisations for the complex handover, but not the simple handover.

Participant 2 said that while visualisations helped them become familiar with the robot’s behaviour, they felt they had learned enough to use the interface without visualisations in future. However, if presented with an unfamiliar task or robot, they would prefer the interface with visualisations. This ties into the results from Section 4.5.1, where we discovered a training effect – participants performed better on the interface without visualisations if they had performed the task with visualisations first.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>With visualisations</td>
<td>Found the interface with visualisations more helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Without visualisations</td>
<td>Felt that they had learnt enough from this interface, so it was no longer useful; however, would prefer visualisations if working with a new robot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>With visualisations</td>
<td>Found the interface with visualisations more helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>With visualisations</td>
<td>Found the interface with visualisations more helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>With visualisations</td>
<td>Felt more secure when the visualisations were present and overall found the interface more enjoyable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>With visualisations</td>
<td>Visualisations would help with more complex handovers, but not with simple tasks such as the simple handover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Without visualisations</td>
<td>Found the visualisations too uncomfortable for the eyes, but thought that they were helpful and would prefer visualisations if they were less uncomfortable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Without visualisations</td>
<td>Found the visualisations too uncomfortable for the eyes, but thought that they were helpful and would prefer visualisations if they were less uncomfortable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Without visualisations</td>
<td>Did not find the visualisations helpful for the task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Without visualisations</td>
<td>Found the interface with visualisations too uncomfortable for the eyes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>With visualisations</td>
<td>Found the interface with visualisations more helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>With visualisations</td>
<td>Found the interface with visualisations more helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>With visualisations</td>
<td>Found the interface with visualisations more helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Without visualisations</td>
<td>Found the interface with visualisations too uncomfortable for the eyes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: The interface selected by each participant in the exit question, along with the provided justification. The most common reason for selecting the interface with visualisations was that it was perceived as helpful, while the main reason for selecting the interface without visualisations was that the visualisations caused discomfort to the participant.
4.5.5 Conclusions

We conducted an experiment with a collaborative handover task with the Baxter robot, in which we tested the interface with visualisations against the interface with no visualisations. The experiment was conducted with 14 participants. Overall, results achieved through the experiment support the original hypothesis that the interface with visualisations performs better, both objectively and subjectively, than the interface without visualisations.

We found that there was a statistically significant decrease with 97% confidence in time per handover with visualisations for the complex handover, but no significant decrease for the simple handover. On the subjective scales (NASA-TLX and UEQ), we found that the interface with visualisations was rated as more mentally demanding, requiring of higher effort, more complicated and less clear and pleasant, but also less frustrating and more supportive.

We found that when asked to select an interface to complete more handovers with, 8 participants selected the interface with visualisations and 6 participants selected the interface with no visualisations. The most common reason for selecting the interface with visualisations was that participants found it to be helpful when completing the task. Discomfort was provided as the most common reason for selecting the interface with no visualisations.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

This section will summarise the results that were achieved from the experiment as described in Chapter 4. We will then use the achieved results to answer the hypothesis set in Section 1.5. We will also discuss the limitations that affected this project and offer suggestions for further work.

5.1 Results

In Chapter 3, we detailed the process of creating an interface for the collaborative handover task described in Section 1.4. We then conducted an evaluation of this interface through an experimental user study described in Chapter 4.

As defined in Section 1.5, we measured the performance of the interface using the metric of time per handover. During the experiment, we measured the average time per handover within participants for both simple and complex handovers when using our interface with visualisations and when using the control case interface with no visualisations.

We then used a paired t-test to measure whether there was a statistically significant decrease in average time per handover when using the interface with visualisations. The results showed that there was no significant decrease in average time per task for the simple handover; however, we did find a statistically significant decrease for the complex handover. We can use these results to answer the hypothesis from Section 1.5, which claimed the following:

*Using an augmented reality interface for a human-robot collaboration task produces an improvement in task performance when compared to performing the collaboration task without an augmented reality interface.*

Based on the achieved results, we can conclude that the hypothesis is true for the complex handover, but not for the simple handover. We hypothesise that this is due to the fact that the simple task was too trivial for the visualisations to provide additional
value; however, we conclude that this was not true for the complex case, as we witnessed a decrease in the average time per handover.

Additionally, we found that there was a training effect, whereby the participant performed significantly better without visualisations if they had experienced the interface with visualisations before, while there was no training effect in the other direction.

We also asked the participants to rate both interfaces on the NASA-TLX [see Section 4.2.1] and UEQ [see Section 4.2.2] scales. The NASA-TLX scale measured the perceived mental, physical and temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration when using the interface. The shortened version of the UEQ scale measured the interface on six aspects: obstructive-supportive, complicated-easy, pleasant-unpleasant, clear-confusing, annoying-enjoyable and friendly-unfriendly.

We found that on the NASA-TLX scale, participants reported higher mental demand and effort for the interface with visualisations; we can explain this by considering free-form comments from participants, which indicated that when no visualisations were present, they expected the robot to handle the workload for performing the handover, while with visualisations they felt a shared responsibility for the success of the handover and thus expended more mental effort. We found that participants consistently perceived their performance to be higher on the second interface regardless of which order they received the interfaces in. Finally, we found that participants reported lower frustration with the interface.

On the UEQ scale, we found that the participants overall rated the interface as more supportive, but also more complicated. The results showed small and inconclusive differences in the clear-unclear and friendly-unfriendly scales. The greatest variance was observed on the pleasant-unpleasant and annoying-enjoyable scales, where some participants rated the interface with visualisations significantly worse than the interface without visualisations. This indicates that even if the interface with visualisations was generally successful in supporting the participants and making the task more successful, there is more that could be done to make the interface more pleasant and enjoyable for users.

After the experiment was completed, we also asked the participants to select which interface they would prefer if they had to complete more handovers. 8 participants selected the interface with visualisations and 6 participants selected the interface with no visualisations. The most common reason for preferring the visualisations was that participants found them helpful for completing the task. Discomfort was provided as the most common reason for selecting the interface with no visualisations. This shows that further work is required to develop more comfortable equipment that is also suitable for participants with glasses. However, the fact that a majority of participants said that they felt the visualisations aided them in completing the task provides strong evidence for the use of visual augmented reality interfaces for collaborative tasks, such as the one used in this project.
5.2 Completion criteria

The two completion criteria for this project [see Section 1.3] were defined as follows:

1. Completed and tested integration between ROS and Unity for AR display.
2. Developed and tested use-cases where augmented information improves interaction between a human and a real robot manipulator.

Chapter 3 describes in detail the process of developing and evaluating a bridge between ROS and Unity, as well as development of an augmented reality interface for a specific use case (the collaborative handover task), while Chapter 4 details the evaluation that was conducted to determine whether the interface improved the interaction. As described in the previous section, we found that both objectively and subjectively, the interface had a positive effect on the task. As such, we can conclusively say that both completion criteria were met.

5.3 Limitations

Our project was limited by multiple factors. The most recurring limiting factor was the technology. Firstly, we found that both Vuforia and ARToolKit, the two most common marker tracking libraries, were incompatible with the Meta headset [see Section 3.8.1]. Secondly, the Meta code did not include functionality to add external localisation methods short of adapting legacy code [see Section 3.8.2].

Additionally, we found that the main reason for why some participants rated the interface as unfriendly, annoying and unpleasant was due to the fact that visualisations with the Meta 2 hardware were not user-friendly for people with glasses, and many people complained about the overall discomfort of wearing the headset. We can hypothesise that this also limited the impact of the positive aspects of the interface, as these were skewed by these hardware-related negative factors.

The second limiting factor was time, which meant that we could not investigate the software limitations, for example for marker tracking, in more detail. Additionally, we were also limited in the number of experiments we could run. Ideally, we would have liked to conduct more experiments to investigate some of the interesting results achieved in the first experiment, such as those for effort and performance.

Finally, the final limiting factor was instability in the available software. This was first evident in the frequent releases in Meta software, some of which deprecated required functionality (e.g. external tracking). Additionally, new versions of both Unity and Vuforia were released during the period of this project, some of which were incompatible with each other. Finally, as of the point of writing, ARToolKit is in the process of being migrated to a new website as well as getting a new release (ARToolKit 6.0); this means that the previous website, including all documentation, is available for previous releases. Additionally, as DAQRI is a for-profit company selling augmented reality solutions, it is not clear whether new releases of ARToolKit will remain open source.
5.4 Further work

We will suggest some features that we believe are worth investigating based on the results achieved in the evaluation in Chapter 4.

The first aspect that could be investigated is to perform further experimentation to verify and expand on some of the unexpected results achieved with our experiments. In particular, it would be interesting to look further into the effect observed for effort, where the participants approached the task differently when presented with the interfaces with and without visualisations. The experiment could be conducted with different tasks to evaluate whether the same effect is present for more active or more passive tasks. Another aspect that could be investigated further is the training effect found in Section 4.5.1. This could for example be evaluated by comparing the performance and confidence of two groups, one of which receives the visualisations and one of which does not (however, this would differ from our experiments in that the second group would never receive the visualisations).

Another avenue of research would be to deploy this interface to different robots and different tasks. Indeed, expanding the interface to a different robot was part of the planned extension for this project, but was not completed as technical and time constraints meant there was not enough time for an extension. However, as the code is designed to be flexible and easily extendable, we hypothesise that porting the application to new robots is feasible with minimal modifications.

Finally, if the project was extended, we would like to improve on the quality of the current interface, for example by working to make the tracking system more stable, expanding on the visualised information and spending more time on the visual design to make the interface more user-friendly. Ideally, we would see the interface perform better on all subjective scales from both NASA-TLX and UEQ.

5.5 Final words

Despite the technical limitations, we found the work conducted for this project to be extremely satisfying and interesting. In particular, we appreciated the multi-faceted nature of the system, from human-robot interaction to networking to computer graphics, each of which offered a different challenge to tackle. While our results from the experiments conducted as part of this project indicate that there is potential for augmented reality interfaces with head-mounted AR displays to be used successfully to facilitate human-robot communication, we believe that if the interface was improved and expanded through further experiments, the benefit could be even more significant.
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Appendix A

Participant information sheet
Augmented Reality Interface for Human-Robot Interaction
Participant Information Sheet

This information sheet is for participants in an experimental study conducted to evaluate an augmented reality interface for a collaborative task using the Baxter robot. The research is conducted as part of a Year 4 Honours Project in the School of Informatics.

Before participating in this study, it is important for you to understand what the experiment will involve. Please read the following sections carefully. Please ask the researcher if you have any questions about anything in this document. In case of further questions, please contact the student researcher or project supervisor on the following addresses:

Contact information

Eliisabet Hein (Researcher)  Dr. Michael Mistry (Supervisor)
s1447681@sms.ed.ac.uk  mmistry@inf.ed.ac.uk

Purpose of this experiment

This experiment is concerned with evaluating an interface that has been developed for a collaborative task with the Baxter robot. The collaborative task was provided by the Learning Algorithms and Systems Laboratory at EPFL and involves an object handover between the human and the Baxter robot. The Baxter will anticipate the object’s trajectory and move its arm to successfully receive the object being handed to it. The experiment is being conducted to gather data about the effect on task performance when using an augmented reality interface, as well as the subjective user experience.

Experiment procedure

During the experiment, you will be asked to perform the handover task while wearing the augmented reality headset. Before the start of the experiment, you will be set up with the headset and will perform a calibration procedure. The researcher will guide you through the specifics of the task and the visualisations.

You will then perform 10 handovers with visualisations (Experiment 1) and 10 handovers without visualisations (Experiment 2). The order in which the experiments will be performed is decided randomly. You will be asked to evaluate the task and the interface using two scales (the NASA Task Load Index and the User Experience Questionnaire) after each experiment. All handovers will be timed, but please keep in mind that we are evaluating the interface, not you, all we ask is that you perform the handovers at the speed that you are comfortable with.

Total time to perform the experiment should be approximately 30 minutes.

Data confidentiality

All collected data will be anonymised and assigned an ID number, which will be used to refer to the results if necessary and will never be connected to your name or other identifying information. The data will be stored securely for up to two weeks after the project submission date, and will be destroyed after this point.
Benefits

There are no monetary benefits to participation. However, you will have the opportunity to contribute to research and will have the opportunity to use cutting-edge equipment and interact with the Baxter robot.

Risks

While the Baxter is designed to be safe for close-quarters human-robot interaction, it is still large and with many moving parts; as such, a reasonable degree of caution is advised when interacting with the robot. Prior to the start of the experiment, the researcher will instruct you in how to ensure that the experiment proceeds safely. The researcher will have the security switch on hand throughout the experiment to stop all movement from the robot — you are encouraged to inform the researcher to stop the robot if you feel unsafe or uncomfortable.

Voluntary nature of study

Participation in this study is completely voluntary and you are free to stop the experiment at any point without any justification. In this case, data collected up to that point will not be used in the study. There will be no penalty of any kind for withdrawing from the experiment.

Once you have read this document, and wish to participate in the experiment, please inform the researcher and sign the attached consent form.
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Participant consent form
Augmented Reality Interface for Human-Robot Interaction

Consent Form

Contact information

Eliisabet Hein (Researcher)                                      Dr. Michael Mistry (Supervisor)
s1447681@sms.ed.ac.uk                                            mmistry@inf.ed.ac.uk

By signing this document, you agree to the following statements:

- I confirm that I have read and understand the Participant Information Sheet.
- I accept the conditions of the experiment as given in the Participant Information Sheet.
- I confirm that I have had the opportunity to ask questions and had them answered.
- I understand that all personal information will remain confidential and that all efforts will be made to ensure I cannot be identified (except as might be required by law).
- I agree that data gathered in this study may be stored anonymously and securely until two weeks after the submission date for this project.
- I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time without giving a reason.
- I agree to take part in this study.

Participant name: ______________________________________________

E-mail address: ________________________________________________

Additional information

This information will only be used for statistical purposes. If you would rather not answer, leave blank.

Gender (please circle): M / F / Other

Age (please circle): under 18 / 18–20 / 20–25 / 25–30 / 30–35 / above 35

Signature: _______________________________________________    Date: ____ / ____ / _____
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NASA-TLX form
Augmented Reality Interface for Human-Robot Interaction
NASA Task Load Index

Name: _____________________________________________________________

Interface (please circle): no visualisations with visualisations

Please rate the task you just completed using the following scales:

**Mental Demand** — How mentally demanding was the task?

Very Low | Very High

**Physical Demand** — How physically demanding was the task?

Very Low | Very High

**Temporal Demand** — How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?

Very Low | Very High

**Performance** — How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do?

Failure | Perfect

**Effort** — How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance?

Very Low | Very High

**Frustration** — How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed were you?

Very Low | Very High
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UEQ form
Augmented Reality Interface for Human-Robot Interaction
User Experience Questionnaire (Shortened)

Name: ______________________________________________________

Interface (please circle): no visualisations with visualisations

Please rate the task you just completed using the following scales:

- Obstructive ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ Supportive
- Complicated ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ Easy
- Pleasant ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ Unpleasant
- Clear ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ Confusing
- Annoying ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ Enjoyable
- Friendly ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ Unfriendly

Comments

Please add any other comments about your experience with the task and the interface.